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Presentation Notes
Thank you for the opportunity to talk about National Infant Immunization Week and what resources CDC has available for partners to use during this week and beyond.  



NIIW Overview
• Began in 1994

• Promotes immunization for children 2 
years old or younger

• Celebrates immunization achievements

• Revitalizes community efforts

• Locally driven effort

• Re-energize / launch
year-round immunization 
efforts
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In 1994 we had just gotten past a measles outbreak, vaccine rates were low among children younger than 2 years old and President Clinton, through a presidential proclamation, established the last week in April as a time to focus on the importance of immunizing of young children.We continue the week because CDC and our states have seen the benefit of using this time to join together as a NATION to:Promote and highlight the importance and benefits of complete and timely immunization for children younger than 2 years.  This is especially important because today’s parents and providers haven’t see some of these vpd in their lifetime.Recognize partners/volunteers for their efforts in helping to immunize children and increase immunization rates.Take time once a year to celebrate high coverage levels and acknowledge the work that doctors, nurses, and other public and private health professional do throughout the year to reach these rates.In addition NIIW provides an opportunity to annually revitalize and recommit ourselves and our immunization program to protect children against 14 vaccine-preventable diseasesWe have a full and complex schedule and many new vaccines have been added within the last 5 years so we also use this time to educate parents/caregivers and healthcare providers about the importance of vaccinatingAlso for the US, NIIW is a national observance but it is a locally driven effortEach program is unique—with different successes and challengesLocal-Experts know their program challenges and successes the best.  Therefore they are in the best position to assess needs, resources and partnersNIIW is a lot of work and it’s important that this week of activities fit into the larger vision of the state/national immunization program.  



New for NIIW 2012
• Launch new childhood campaign 
• Launch parent-friendly website
• Celebrate CDC Childhood Immunization 

Champions
• Expand promotional efforts for Provider 

Resources for Vaccine Conversations with 
Parents

• 1st Annual World Immunization Week
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This year, during NIIW, we are…..Global:This year, NIIW will be celebrated simultaneously with the first global immunization observance – World Immunization Week, which is a broad global initiative of the World Health Organization.  During the last week in April, VWA will be celebrated simultaneously with NIIW in the United States, as well as National Immunization Awareness Week in Canada (NIAW), European Immunization Week (EIW), Vaccination Week in the Eastern Mediterranean (VWEM), and vaccination weeks in the African and Western Pacific Regions. The timing could not be better for a first World Imz Week, as polio eradication has been identified as a goal for 2012.



CDC Childhood Immunization 
Champions Award

• New annual award

• Honors individuals who 
make significant  contributions to 
public health through work in 
childhood immunizations

• Up to 1 Champion per state and DC

• Recipients will be announced during NIIW

www.cdc.gov/vaccines/events/niiw/champions/childhood.html
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NIIW 2012 Logo and Taglines
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Also new for this year, we are refreshing the NIIW materials with the look and feel of the childhood campaign resources, which I will go into in a moment.  This includes using the print PSAs as the basis for our NIIW posters, using the campaign’s taglines for English and Spanish, and a new logo.As in past years, we are making the logo available in a variety of sizes and formats, including this year in color and black and white.The new logo complements the new campaign colors and brings a fresh, more contemporary feel than then our old logo, but at the same time still communicates what parents and communities liked about it:  a warm, nurturing, family-centered relationship.  We also pulled through the idea of using a heart image to again convey that sense of love and caring that is at the center of a parent’s decision to choose immunization.



New Childhood Immunization 
Campaign

• Direct-to-parent media campaign
• English 

• 1 30 second TV PSA 
• 2 Radio ads  in 30 and  60 seconds
• 2 Print ads 

• Spanish
• 1 30 second TV PSA 
• 2 Radio ads  in 30 and  60 seconds
• 2 Print ads 

• Revised parent-friendly website and 
materials
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As I mentioned, during NIIW this year, we are launching a new direct to parent media campaign. While we will be launching the campaign during April to coincide with NIIW, partners can use the campaign materials year-round.We have new PSAs in English and Spanish. In English we have…..In Spanish we have…..And these media products will drive parents to our new parent-friendly website that is launching this week. The new website is in only in English at this time, but we do have some new parent targeted materials in Spanish too 



Formative Research
• Focus Groups

• 2008 (24), 2009 (16), 2011 (27)
• Explore KABs on infant immunization and 

test communication appeals, concepts and 
materials

• Parents of kids younger  than 2 yrs; 
segmented by race/ethnicity and education

• In 2011, segmented on parenting experience 
and included Hispanic moms and dads 

• Mall Intercept testing (3 cities)
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I won’t go into detail here about our findings, but just to give you a sense of the formative research that went into the development of this campaign. From 2008 through 2011, we held a series of focus groups across 7 cities in total to explore parents’  knowledge, attitudes and beliefs on infant immunization as well as to test communication concepts and materials. All focus groups included moms of kids under 2 yrs old were segmented by race and education. In 2011, focus groups were also segmented on level of parenting experience and included Hispanic mothers, as well as 3 groups of fathers to explore their role in immunization decisions for their children.  After developing mass media products based findings from these focus groups, we conducted intercept interviews  this year to refine and finalize materials.  



Goals of Campaign

• Reinforce the social norm to vaccinate
• Increase awareness of vaccine-

preventable diseases
• Increase awareness of disease protection 

benefits of vaccines
• Empower parents to make the choice to 

immunize their children
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Based on what we learned from the parents we talked to, combined with information that we gather annually from surveys, we set these goals of our campaignReinforce the social norm to vaccinate – most parents are vaccinating and vaccinating according to the schedule and we wanted to reinforce thatEmpower parents to make the choice – while most parents are vaccinating their kids, it is a choice they are making and it is a decision that they consciously makeWe also learned that there is a general lack of awareness of the vaccine-preventable diseases or their consequences so we wanted to increase parents’ awareness of these diseases as well as the value and benefit of immunizations 



English and Spanish Print Ads
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• Available in 2 sizes and poster format
• Can be used for local placement
• www.cdc.gov/vaccines/events/niiw/print-

materials.html

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are the English Print Ads. Protection was a salient theme when we talked with parents. Parents consider protecting their kids as one of their primary responsibilities so we drove home the protection message. You can see this reflected in our tagline: Immunization. Power to Protect. These ads also include other elements that parents told us they liked:  Cute, age-appropriate babiesReal-life scenariosCute and somewhat humorous image, but not so much that it overpowers serious immunization messageKnowing the ad was for vaccines right awayEducational textYou’ll also see that these are co-branded AAP/AAFPSpanish Ads:Similar to our English speaking parents, Spanish speaking moms related to the strong protection message. They also responded to the use of personal or endearing terms and tender, colorful images.One of our ads includes that second birthday milestone. You’ll notice our tagline here -- With health all is possible. Vaccinate your children. The ads will be provided in two sizes to most appropriate for readability and placement. We’ll also have poster version of these print ads available. 



English TV PSA: 
Immunization.  Power to Protect.

www.cdc.gov/vaccines/cdcmediaresources/
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• Broadcast quality 
available for download

• State/locals health 
departments can pitch 
and place  with local 
media



Spanish TV PSA: 
Con salud, todo es posible. Vacune a sus 

hijos.

Placeholder

www.cdc.gov/vaccines/cdcmediaresources/
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Doctor plays prominent role



Parent Friendly Website
Launching Spring 2012

• Designed  based on parent 
input

• Risk communication 
approach: balanced 
presentation of risks & 
benefits

• Layers of information so 
parents can get as little or 
as much information as 
they need

• Get involved: 
– Link to the site
– Place web button on your site
– Sign up for email updates

www.cdc.gov/vaccines/parents
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Through the English materials, we are driving parents to our new website, which will launch this Spring. It was designed with input from parents with parents’ information needs in mind. This website includes: tailored content by child’s ageChunked content, providing layers of information Give “just the facts”But also has details (chunk information)Includes supporting researchParents Wanted balanced presentation of risks & benefitsWanted their concerns acknowledged, not ignoredSome wanted to see the data/statistics



Provider Resources for Vaccine 
Conversations with Parents

• Developed with partners: AAP and AAFP
• Primary Target  Audience: Healthcare 

Professionals  
• Information to help hcps talk parents about 

vaccines, vaccine-preventable diseases, and 
vaccine safety

• Dual purpose: resources hcps can provide to 
parents 

• Based on formative, mixed methods research
• Using risk communication principles
• Extensively reviewed by subject matter 

experts
• Updated annually

www.cdc.gov/vaccines/conversations
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Research indicated that:HCPs were seeking info to pass on to parents about immunizing their childrenParents did not know much about vaccine-preventable diseases and some questioned vaccine safety and efficacy Parents’ most trusted source of vaccine information is their child’s doctor or nurseNCIRD developed resources to meet these needs and support HCP-parent conversationsThe resources can be given to parents and are designed at many different levels because of the spectrum of parents’ beliefs and attitudes.  Some pieces may be best for parents seeking reassurance about vaccines.  For those parents, we have plain language disease sheets describing each vpd and the vaccine risks and benefits.  Other pieces are better-suited for high-information seeking parents.  The fact sheets that are part of the vaccine safety series are examples of in-depth vaccine-related information.  



“Talking with Parents about Vaccines for 
Infants”

• During the Office Visit
• Take time to listen
• Solicit and welcome questions
• Keep the conversation going
• Use a mix of science and personal  

anecdotes
• Acknowledge benefits and risks
• Respect parents’ authority

• After the Office Visit
• Document parents’  questions/ 

concerns
• Follow up a few days after the visit
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This is the first piece when you click on the provider link.  It is a general resource to help providers talk to parents about vaccines.  These are some tips we offer based on what we learned from both providers and parents.  Many of these relate back to the quotes I showed you about vaccine conversations from a provider and parent perspective.  The feedback we have heard on this sheet is that providers are using it for training programs, in-services, and new hires.  This sheet in particular has been very popular because it provides concrete tips and talking points that hcps can use.  



Materials: Provider Resources for 
Vaccine Conversations with Parents

• Understanding Vaccines and Vaccine Safety
• How Vaccines Work
• The U.S. Recommended Childhood Immunization Schedule
• Ensuring the Safety of U.S. Vaccines
• Understanding the Vaccine Adverse Reaction Reporting 

System (VAERS)
• Understanding MMR Vaccine Safety
• Understanding Thimerosal, Mercury, and Vaccine Safety 
• Understanding the Advisory Committee on Immunization 

Practices (ACIP)
• Diseases and the Vaccines that Prevent Them 

• 14 vaccine-preventable disease sheets
• 2 versions (one for high-information seeking parents and other 

plain language)
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We developed fact sheets based on all of the topics that parents expressed the most interest (and concern).  Providers often mentioned not being current on many of these topics.  The series on Vaccines and Vaccine Safety are written primarily for providers, but they are dual-purpose and a provider who has a high-information seeking parent could given them one or several of the fact sheets for more information following a vaccine conversation.  The 14 disease sheets have two versions because we recognize that some parents want basic information and others want all of the details.  



Parent-Targeted Materials
• Providers requested 

more plain-language 
pieces for parents

• More basic overview 
of disease and 
vaccine

• Most have no story 
(or an abbreviated 
version) 

• Clearly shows 
benefits and risks 
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Other Parent-Targeted Resources
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www.cdc.gov/vaccines/events/niiw/ed-resources.html

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you choose not to vaccinate your child, understand the risk and responsibilities-information for zero-dose parents, those following delayed schedule, etc.Get the Picture6-minute awarding winning video for parents to view in waiting rooms or on-line (multimedia approach)People in the video are real moms with real concernsTheir questions mirror those expressed during focus groupsThe pediatrician who answers their questions indicates her own children are vaccinatedThe pediatrician acknowledges their concerns

http://www.cdc.gov/CDCtv/getthepicture/�
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www.cdc.gov/vaccines/events/niiw

Web-based Resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our logos, as well as other resources, will be available on our NIIW  website.  The site has resources available for states and partners to:plan their NIIW events, public relations tools to help publicize NIIW, educational resources, andInformation about the childhood immunization Champions award.New materials and files for 2012 will be available at this URL in the coming weeks.
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Stay Connected and 
Be the First to Know

www.cdc.gov/vaccines/events/niiw

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To be notified when the new materials are up on the site, please sign up for email updates on the NIIW homepage.  Located on right hand side of the page.



Planning Tools
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• Lay the foundation/needs assessment
• Plan activities
• Build successful partnerships
• Develop champions
• Evaluate
• Planning Templates
• State and local success stories

www.cdc.gov/vaccines/events/niiw/planning



Promotional Materials
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• Media

• Web and E-tools

• Print Products

• Event Signage

www.cdc.gov/vaccines/events/niiw/promotional

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I mentioned earlier, new NIIW resources will be available on the website in the coming weeks.



Share your plans!
AND find out what 
others are doing

www.cdc.gov/vaccines/events/niiw/activities/activity-form

Activity and Event Listing
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The URLat the bottom will take you to the NIIW activity listing. We would love to see a listing from every state in 2012.  So please let CDC know what you are doing to promote childhood immunization during NIIW. It takes just a few minutes to complete.You can also see what others are planning this year, as well as access the archives and get some creative ideas about what others have done in the past.  



• Hundreds of US communities participate

• Successful cross border collaboration

• New partnerships and strengthened existing 
partnerships

• Media relationships

• Increased political goodwill for immunization 

• Revitalizes immunization leaders, partners, 
and programs

NIIW:  A Partnership Success Story
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Bottom line….It creates new opportunities!Every year, hundreds of U.S. communities participate.  Just looking at the archived activities on the site for past years will give you a sense of scope.We also have successful partnerships with State and Local health authorities and Coalitions to strengthen immunizations at the Border, working with the U.S.-Mexico Border Health Commission, PAHO, states, and local communities.NIIW reinvigorates and strengthens partnerships, for example, by providing the opportunity to develop and implement consistency in messaging and priorities.It also provides an opportunity to engage new partner, build relationships with media, and plant the seeds for future work.We got tons of mileage out of our NIIW activities.  One of the best parts is going into the states and how many people come up to us and thank us for hosting events, saying it was just the energy they needed to continue tackling the tough issues in their jobs.  



How You Can Get Involved
• Spread the word about new resources

• Include a blurb in your newsletters 
• Use our web button to link your website users to the 

resources
• Use the resources during NIIW and year-round

• Utilize NIIW planning tools
• Place childhood PSAs
• Promote Provider Resources fact sheets
• Celebrate your state’s Champion

• Share your activities in the NIIW activity 
registry
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